This work introduces a new error indicator which can be used to determine areas of insufficient numerical resolution in unfiltered finite difference simulations. The background behind the methodology is that smaller scales (i.e. the flow features with higher wave numbers) are physically characterised by a smaller energy content in comparison with larger scales. This energy should decrease with increasing wavenumber at a minimum rate; if this rate is not attained it likely means that the smaller scales are not being properly resolved on the computational grid of solution points. An approach using spectral techniques is used to formulate two varieties of the error indicator -one integer-valued and one floating point-valued. These values are computed at a finite number of 'blocks' which span the domain. The indicator is implemented within the OpenSBLI finite difference-based modelling framework, and evaluated in the context of a three-dimensional Taylor-Green * Corresponding author. E-mail address: C.T.Jacobs@soton.ac.uk Preprint submitted to Computers & Fluids March 9, 2018 vortex problem and flow past a V2C laminar flow aerofoil.
is used to decide when and where grid refinement is required. This work 23 aims to quantify and calibrate these features of under-resolution such that 24 the grid refinement process can ultimately be automated.
25
A new error indicator, based on spectral techniques using small-domain 
Error Indicator

35
The error indicator considers a finite number of small cubes which to- 
where y j is the j-th component of the solution field y in the line of solution 45 points under consideration.
46
The Fourier amplitudes (proportional to the square root of the spectral energy) for selected modes/wavenumbers N e /2, N e /4 and N e /8 of the solu- reconstructed by using simple summations, S:
where i = √ −1. These values were checked for correctness against a fast
52
Fourier transform.
53
With an increasing mode/wavenumber k, we desire the spectral energy 54 E(k) (and therefore the mode amplitude Y (k)) to decrease at a minimum 55 rate, such that the smallest scales have the lowest energy content. An increase 56 in E(k), for example due to aliasing errors arising from non-linear terms,
57
is likely to mean that we are not resolving the small scales well enough.
58
Determining where this increase occurs in the domain facilitates the dynamic 59 focussing of resolution in that area. To this end, the error indicator presented
60
here is based on detecting whether the spectrum decay rate is worse than 61 some prescribed value.
62
Two versions of the error indicator, denoted I i and I f , were developed;
where . . . is a 'floor' operation, and the values A 2 , A 4 and A 8 are defined
which (in the case of a 3D domain) are computed in each direction along N 2 e 68 lines. The small value ε (set to 10 −2 in Section 3 and 3 × 10 −2 in Section 69 4) is used to avoid division-by-zero problems in uniform flow conditions.
70
Note that either the maximum or mean of these A values can be taken, satisfy a maximum acceptable deviation/'turn-up' in the spectrum's slope.
84
Any breach of these criteria is penalised accordingly, with a similar approach 85 also being applied to I f :
Deciding what constitutes an unacceptably high 'turn-up' in the spec- also depend on the behaviour of the solution field/quantity being considered.
96
The typical values mentioned so far correspond to the decay of energy, but it 97 was found a posteriori that these values also worked well for vorticity which 98 followed a similar decay pattern. Nevertheless, it is important to remem-
99
ber that the desired slope may vary depending on the chosen quantity and 100
problem.
101
The current approach is different to error indicators already appearing in 
119
The number of blocks in each direction was set to 7 such that each block point of peak enstrophy, displayed grid-to-grid point oscillations as a result.
132
As the grid was refined the overall severity of the solution error was reduced.
133
This is reflected by the reduction in the Fourier amplitude slope in Figure   134 1, and also in Table 1 
155
The computational domain is illustrated in Figure 3 is modelled using a no-slip, isothermal boundary condition, with the wall 177 temperature equal to the free-stream temperature.
178
A summary of the two computational grids employed is given in Table   179 2; the first is relatively coarse, and the second is a refined version with Carpenter scheme near boundaries [26] , and a third-order low-storage Runge-
184
Kutta timestepping scheme (with a time step of ∆t = 2 × 10 −5 ), were used.
185
The error indicator implemented in the OpenSBLI code was once again simulation progresses, thereby enhancing the efficiency of the model. 
